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 for energy savings in every 
commercial/ industrial application

For contemporary industries and businesses, it is critical to have reliable supply of power as a pre-requisite to 
engage in productive business operations. 

For businesses to be competitive and remain a step ahead of competition, it is vital to continually optimise 
on OPEX costs with electrical utility and infrastructure related costs being substantial.  

You cannot control and improve what you cannot measure. 

To help businesses achieve tangible cost savings and operational ef ciencies, it is recommended to use 
reliable power monitoring solutions to help visualise and diagnose areas of improvements.
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By using a reliable monitoring solution, savings along the operational lifecycle of the facility can be achieved in 
addition to realising further savings related to having inherent installation and commissioning efficiencies. The Hanley 
Energy Powerlink protection, monitoring and control solution differentiates itself from other market players by offering 
multi-fold features leading to tangible efficiencies and benefits to end-users.

 Deploy intelligent and reliable critical power protection, real-time monitoring and diagnostic solutions.

 Customise and adapt our monitoring solution as per their application needs for new installations and retrofits

Be assured of scalability for future expansion needs of their application

Integrate our solutions with other 3rd party systems

 Benefit from our superior configuration features leading to error free and quick commissioning efforts
and related project time, effort and cost.

Have a reliable service and maintenance option

Leverage diagnostic capabilities using Microsoft Azure enabled IoT platform



 
 Our 

RCD (Residual Current Devices) range of 
devices protect users from electric shock and the 
installation from risk of fire.

Conventional RCD protection devices in the market 
trip even while sensing low or harmless earth 
leakage currents. These currents could be the result 
of external factors such as high current lightning 
or if the installation’s earth rod is placed close to 
the earth rod of a neighbouring building. Critical 
facilities cannot afford any down-time. 

from dangerous/stray 
currents while avoiding false trips

Our range of residual current devices with internal 
leakage current relays and CTG range of 
external core balance transformers are designed 
keeping both these necessities in mind, providing 
optimal up-time performance. 

Our RCD’s comply to the IEC60947-2 
standard, hence avoiding nuisance trips and 
fulfils the "A" type operating characteristic. This 
solution works irrespective of the presence or 
absence of dc component residual currents.
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WPU Many Solutions

WPU is the core of our Powerlink platform, 
powering intelligent analysis of site data by  providing 
on-premise or cloud functionalities to achieve 
energy efficiency goals.
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The WPU can be fi  as a server or a 
gateway as per application needs. The product 
offers dynamic and powerful  features.
Certified by Microsoft Azure for IoT and powered 

by AWS, the WPU can make all connected data 
points available on Microsoft Azure IoT hub 
allowing for a high-level of 3rd party system 
integration.

Data can also be shared via Modbus/TCP or 
BACnet, while M2M makes integration with 3rd 
party systems possible via Rest-API or standard 
FTP, SFTP, FTPS communication. 

 allows generation 
of Excel® reports online or via the embedded 
scheduler, thereby allowing facility 
managers visibility to track and take control of 
their energy efficiency goals.

WPU Features
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

add-on modules  

Add-ons for connectivity
WPU

 with 
SMS alerts and SMS commands

WPU



WPU

The embedded server within the WPU allows remote display and monitoring of key plant 
variables using intuitive graphical such as tables, trends, histograms, pies, comparison 
functions and related tools. 

The system allows for data collection, display and logging of parameters from any 
connected meter or device. Intuitive dashboards displaying historical trends and real-time 
data, allow users to take charge of their facility and make data-driven decisions



         
WPU

SIU-MBM can be configured by means of UCS 
desktop Universal Configuration Software to gather 
data from M-Bus main-meters, sub-meters and 
other M-Bus devices. By using UCS, it is possible to 
automatically scan the M-Bus and wireless M-Bus 
networks, select the necessary data points and 
configure the Modbus TCP to allow communication 
through LAN with WPU, other Modbus master’s or 
SCADA. 

SIU-MBM 01 and 02:

and wireless M-Bus devices

wireless M-Bus into Modbus TCP/IP

(From 300 to 38,400 bps), daisy 
chain or star connection

 
      Vac,

from 18 to 35Vdc.

      mounted, 
IP20.

SIU-MBM 02: 
 

 

min, 12 h

open air

lifetime)

to ensure protection degree and 
    

Assembly with zip ties on tube/mast 
or wall-mounted with screws or on 

em 

     
 

WPU
SIU-MBM can be properly configured 
by means of UCS desktop Universal 
Configuration Software so to gather 
data not only from utility meters but 
also from M-Bus main-meters, sub-
meters and other M-Bus devices. 
By using UCS, it is possible to 
automatically scan the M-Bus and 
wireless M-Bus networks, select the 
necessary data points, configure 
the Modbus TCP allowing the 
communication through LAN with 
WPU or another Modbus master or 
SCADA.

*in open air changes to Outside environment

Wired and wireless u

If existing utility meters are on M-Bus (EN13757), 
they can be real-time monitored by using a wired 
or wireless solution, with the SIU-MBC used as a 
dual pulse counter or directly via the SIU-MBM as 
a gateway. These add-on solutions enable facilities 
with pre-existing utility metering infrastructure to 
economically upgrade to an Automatic Energy 
Monitoring System with minimal infrastructural 
changes. 

w -Bus

WPU SIU-MBM

M-Bus Max 20

SIU-MBC

w -Bus

Pulses

w -Bus Max 32

*600m

     
and engineering unit, like: 
1/10/100/1000 (Wh, dm3 or L)

IP67



Facilities may have traditional meters which function 

to high data collection costs and effort and a high 
potential for transcription errors. With the Powerlink 

pulse inputs (counters), data from multiple meters 
with pulse outputs can now be tapped in to and 
made available on Modbus for precise granular 
data and reliable data crunching. 

or one as a counter and one to sense as a 
digital input. In this way, tariff change can be 
managed by automatically monitoring the 
energy increase for both tariff 1 and tariff 2. Every 
counter input and function have an independent 
configurable pulse weight.

SIU-MBM 01 and 02:

 

 

     
 

RS485 Modbus

VMU-MC

+3

VMU-OC

WPU

UCS features for configuring devices, storing 
configurations into a database sharing configurations 
and logs among users and checking the device status 
are available also for VMU-MC/OC. Therefore: the two 
VMU-MC inputs can be set as counters, or one as a 
counter and one to sense as a digital input the tariff 
change, managing automatically the energy increase for 
both tariff 1 and tariff 2. Every counter input and function 
have an independent configurable pulse weight.



Powerlink  

in the same housing for DIN-rail or panel mounting
       

current measuring inputs
       

version)

kWh, Run h

Modbus)

metering kWh class 1 (IEC62053-21), class B (EN50470-3), 

port

S
Split-core 333mV signal output current sensor unit. 

  CE, cURus approved.

       L
approved. Primary: 20 to 4000A, diameters (mm): 115, 
179, 275

BCM 0M 60 9.6
BCM 1M 100 15.5
BCM 2M 200 15.5
BCM 3M 400 20.5
BCM

Powerlink  
the same housing for DIN-rail or panel mounting

       BCM  
measuring inputs

B M
 B M

      B M
units

       
same unit

var, kWh, kvarh
       B M   

 display

 
Powerlink BCM

S  
       

unit

BCM
panel and DIN-rail mounting

Powerlink Energy Meters

ROG 4K 
or CTV

RS485 Modbus 

LoadsLoads

BCM 



Powerlink  

in the same housing for DIN-rail or panel mounting
       B M  

measuring inputs
      

B M
      

B M units
       

same unit

var, kWh, kvarh
       B M   

kWh: class 1 (IEC62053-21)
 

 
Powerlink BCM

S  

       L
approved. Primary: 20 to 4000A, diameters (mm): 115, 
179, 275

Model Primary (A) Bus-bar sizes (mm) Centre-to-centre 
distance (mm)

BCM
BCM
BCM

BCM B M
6-channel solid-core 6-channel split-core current
current sensing unit sensing unit

 

Powerlink 280  

the same housing for DIN-rail or panel mounting
       BCM  

measuring inputs
     

 plugs (see BCM X series)
      BCM

units
    

function in the same unit

var, kWh, kvarh
       BCM  

     
 display 

 
(Powerlink BCM

S
       

unit

BCM 
8 

1 

RS485
Modbus 

BCM BCM

Loads 

WPU platform integration ready 



Powerlink 

variables LCD display

variables

Powerlink 

Powerlink 20/ 30/ 40
 

 
 

   Powerlink  
 

Powerlink 
2*10V dc outputs

Powerlink 
10V dc outputs 

to  
 

  
 

 
 

 
kvarh, bi-directional kWh (cl. 0.5s EN62053-22)  

 
 

 
 

Powerlink 

 
 

 
 

alarms 

Powerlink 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 Powerlink 

 

Easy configurable, modular precision power analysers for different application 
requirements. Configurable using bluetooth module, UCS mobile app or UCS 
desktop software.

MODULES

Ethernet
RS232

BACnet
Profibus

Relay or Static INs
Analogues mA/V OUTs

Digital Contacts
Temperature

Process signal
Measurements

Bluetooth Module

RS485 Modbus 

MODULES

Ethernet
RS232
BACnet
Profibus
Relay or Static INs
Analogues mA/V OUTs

Powerlink 20

Bluetooth 
Module

WPU 
platform 
integration 
ready

BCM

PDU's

N

BCM

Powerlink 40
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The installation, the configuration and the commissioning of a power analyser has an intrinsic complexity 
 
 

and in different contexts moves through different professionals. To be able to be effective, there is the need to 
be able to supply a tool to answer to the different people skills and needs. Bluetooth Module, with its App 
or simply a desktop software is the best answer to simplify the whole process.

Bluetooth Module  is 
compatible with: Powerlink15, 
20, 30, 40, BCPM 50. ET112, 

ET330, ET340.

Bluetooth Module, the optical port-based coupling unit with build-in rechargeable battery, provided with 
both USB and Bluetooth communication capabilities to be used in combination with either UCS desktop or 
UCS Mo-bile (Android), with its advanced usability, allows to the Panel Builder to set all initial metering 
parameters without physically using the meter front keypad.

If the panel is produced in series with same overall characteristics and meter settings, by using the configu-
ration upload and download function, the process is further shortened and error free. Once the distribution 
board with the power analyser is on site, the System Integrator using its Bluetooth Module unit and UCS 
software can upload the meter configuration parameters, change them, add alarms and download the 
new configura-tion to the power analyser again to complete the process. With the same UCS it’s possible 
to test the com-munication to other devices in the same Modbus network. The whole bluetooth module 
process can be performed without opening the distribution board door, making this process more 
efficient, effective and safe. Once everything is done, just remove the bluetooth module from the power 
analyser and install it on another meter.



From main metering to submetering

Branch Circuit 
Power Monitoring 

        
        

ing 
various electrical parameters with associated diagnostics, the 
Powerlink BCPM50 is the ideal solution. The monitoring solution 
involves connecting the BCPM50 to the mains incomer, and 

 
are connected to the BCM 12 which can connect up to 8 
channels each. 
The BCM modules are thereafter connected to the BCPM50 
via the BCM bus network. In this manner up to 96 
one-phase channels, or 32 three-phase channels can 
be monitored. The solution is compact and cost cost-
effective as it saves on hardware and installation time.

BCPM  

front protection degree and modular housing

harmonics via Modbus
 

 
figuration 

 
 

built-in event and data stamping for instantaneous 
variables

BCPM

OR/AND alarm logic management

Bluetooth Module removable unit in 
combination with UCS software or App 
eases and speeds up the meter 
configuration.

BCPM50ETH

BCM12



Innovative configuration and commissioning tools to achieve 
tangible cost savings by reducing commissioning time

The installation, configuration and commissioning of power 
 
 

events from assembly activities in the panel builder’s workshop 
up to the plant where final installation and commissioning takes 

 
as per the needs and complexities of the application in the 
project.
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Our Bluetooth module, with the android based UCS mobile 
app and the the UCS downloadable software are built to 
cater to this need.

BCPM50 is in one  
solution, the combination 
of a three-phase main 
meter, with CT inputs  
and 65A integrated  
BCM submeter units  
up to 96 channels.

The bluetooth module, the optical port-based 
coupling unit with built-in rechargeable battery, 

capabilities can be used in combination with 
either UCS desktop or UCS Mobile (Android). 

This allows the Panel Builder to set all initial 
metering parameters without physically using 
the meter front keypad.

If the power analysers are being used in one 
of many panels with similar characteristics 
and meter settings, the meter configuration 
and parameters can be saved and uploaded 
onto the tool and thereafter by using the 
configuration upload and download function 
deploy the configuration across other power 
analysers, thus shortening the configuration 
time and getting rid of any associated 
potential errors.

Once the panels with the power analyser is 
at site, the System Integrator using the same 

bluetooth unit and UCS software can upload 
the meter configuration parameters, change 
them, add alarms and download the new 
configuration to the power analyser again to 
complete the process. 

The same tool can be used to test the 
communication with other devices in the 
same Modbus network. The whole bluetooth 
process can be performed without opening 
the distribution board door, making this 
process more efficient, effective and safe. 
Post completing configuration on a power 
analyser, the bluetooth module can just be 
removed from the analyser and fitted on to the 
next meter to repeat a similar process. 

Improve time and cost optimisation 
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implementing a Powerlink monitoring 
solution a conventional traditional tap-off box solution is considered below..

Traditional Tap-off box solution: Individual meter addressing followed by final commissioning 
in the case of a 16 bus-bar trunking system with a total of 32 tap-off boxes takes almost 34 hours of 
labour involving competent professionals.

 SA200  WPU     involves zero manual configuration of meters  
and no ID addressing of meters which amounts to almost 2 hours of commissioning time  
for a similar setup. The Powerlink solution delivers tangible cost savings in projects while  
eliminating potential commissioning errors.

 

SA 00 WPU

Traditional assembly
1hr per meter

Traditional 
tap-off

box solution

SA200  WPU
tap-off box 

solution

assembly process 

Installation Automated commissioning

Installation Manual Commissioning

   1.  Panelbuilder Production Quick tap-off box assembly and ID Quick connections and the  
SA200.

box in order to minimize 
 

installation document, and tap-off 
box installation on the bus-bar. position errors. 

3.  System  Data centre 
Integrator

ID labels Installation document 
barcode reading.

Full automated commissioning 
thanks the embedded  
WPU



directional kWh

 
 BCM

 
 

 

 

SA200 BCM

Add-ons for connectivity
 

 

 
with SMS alerting and SMS commands 
management

Consult us to find the perfect solution for you.

energy@hanleyenergy.com

hanleyenergy.com

@HanleyEnergy

/hanley-energy/

HanleyEnergy

Unit 7 & 8, Block 4, City North 

Business Park, Stamullen, 

Co. Meath, Ireland, K32 RX53

WP
WP accessories  

  SA200

 

 

WEB services and data logger functions 

  
SA200

 

 

scheduled data export to Excel.

 
micro SDHC and USB

 
Costs analysis

 
 connectivity add-ons

 
 

 
 

 
SA200  

 

  
for DIN-rail mounting

 BCM  
current measuring inputs

 BCM  
BCM -

 
BCM units

 
WPU

 
the same unit
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RS485 
Modbus 

Power busbar trunking 

WPU




